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EVBox Announces New Take on the
REVOLUTION Conference in 2022
EVBox, a leading provider of flexible and scalable charging solutions for
electric vehicles, has announced the monthly initiative REVOLUTION Live
for 2022 — born from Europe’s largest electric mobility conference
REVOLUTION.

AMSTERDAM, February 1, 2022 – EVBox announces the return of the REVOLUTION

conference in a new format, with the goal of driving dialogue and sustainable innovation in the

mobility industry, and invites you to join the community.

Introducing REVOLUTION Live

⏲

http://news.evbox.com/
https://evbox.com/en/resources/revolution
https://news.evbox.com/images/414597


ABOUT EVBOX

Founded in 2010, EVBox empowers forward-thinking businesses to build a sustainable future by providing
flexible and scalable electric vehicle charging solutions. With its offering of commercial and ultra-fast charging
stations, as well as scalable charging management software, EVBox ensures that electric mobility is accessible
to everyone. 

Backed by ENGIE, EVBox is a leader in R&D, with facilities across Europe and North America developing
groundbreaking electric vehicle charging technology. Working together with its partners and customers, EVBox is
shaping a sustainable future of transportation.

On January 26, 2022, EVBox hosted the first REVOLUTION Live. In this episode, show host

Roger Atkins addressed the topic of why there is no better time to invest in electric mobility

than now and invited Johanna Heckmann to join the discussion as the first REVOLUTION

guest of the year. Roger Atkins is the founder of Electric Vehicles Outlook Ltd and a well-known

EV expert. He has hosted REVOLUTION in the past and is set to headline the next 11

REVOLUTION Live broadcasts. Johanna Heckmann (Team Lead Charging at P3 Group) shared

her experience working with major automotive manufacturers and energy suppliers along the

whole EV charging value chain.

A year of electric shows ahead 
REVOLUTION Live will be hosted every last Wednesday of the month and will be followed up

by podcast episodes and blog posts on different topics. The first episode of the podcast can be

found here: Episode 1

“I am very excited to be back at REVOLUTION. EVBox creates a platform for
EV enthusiasts around the world. Wherever you are located and however you
want to be involved: REVOLUTION Live enables you to tune in, listen to what
experts have to say about relevant topics in the electric mobility industry, and
share your thoughts and questions with us directly. The matter of sustainable
mobility has never been more important and I’m looking forward to joining
EVBox on their journey to spread the message and get everyone to
contribute.” 
— Roger Atkins (Founder of Electric Vehicles Outlook Ltd & EV enthusiast) 

https://www.evbox.com/
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